
Chapter 5. Base Recovery After Attack

BRAAT activities center on restoring an installation’s mission capabil-
ities after an enemy attack. The airfield commander will activate the air
base’s BRAAT plan. During BRAAT, the MWSS AGSOC is responsi-
ble to the ACE for base recovery and base support activities. The
MWSS will be required to operate emergency power generators and
provide other essential services to keep vital facilities and utilities in
operation. Initial actions include—

l Damage assessment of the airfield and facilities.

l Minimum operating strip (MOS) selection.

l Search and rescue.

l Medical actions.

l EOD.

l Debris cleanup.

l Isolation of damaged utilities.

l Fire fighting.

l NBC contamination monitoring.

Because substantial damage is expected following an attack, the ACE
must repair damage quickly to be capable of supporting aircraft launch
and recovery operations. To ensure this task is accomplished, the
BRAAT process has been broken down into the following elements: 

l Command and control of BRAAT operations.

l BRAAT planning.
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l Airfield damage assessment.

l UXO.

l MOS selection and layout.

l RRR employment.

l Aircraft arresting gear systems.

l MOS marking and lighting.

l Airfield lighting.

ORGANIZATION

BRAAT effectiveness is a direct result of centralized control and
decentralized execution of specialized elements.

Aviation Ground Support Operations Center

As the nucleus for BRAAT operations, the MWSS AGSOC is respon-
sible for collecting, analyzing, prioritizing, and reporting information
pertaining to the status of the air base. See figure 5-1. As the focal
point for the air base’s recovery efforts, the AGSOC—

l Develops the airfield commander’s recovery plan with repair
priorities.

l Directs the recovery activities after the commander approves the
recovery strategy and monitors the recovery progress.

l Directs the activities of the damage assessment teams (DATs),
damage assessment and response teams (DARTs), ARFF, EOD,
NBC defense and decontamination teams, roving controller, and
RRR OIC.
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Damage Assessment Teams

DATs are responsible for reconnoitering and surveying the airfield for
damage such as craters, spalls, and UXOs on the runway, taxiway, and
other facilities that directly support aircraft operations. The DATs
report airfield damage directly to the AGSOC. Normally, four teams
are required for a main air base and two teams are required for an air
facility. The number of teams should be based on the number of run-
ways and airfield operating surfaces that need to be maintained. Often,
the more DATs that can be fielded, the quicker battle damage can
be determined and the airfield recovered. To shorten airfield restora-
tion time, runway damage assessment and UXO assessment can be
done simultaneously. 

The DAT is organized to conduct ground assessment of UXO locations
and bomb damage. These assessments are conducted on foot or from
hardened vehicles. DATs record airfield damage on the DAT record
sheet and report the information to the MOS selection team using the
NATO Pavement Reference Marking System. See appendix D for sam-
ple BRAAT worksheets. A DAT normally consists of—

l Team leader. 

Figure 5-1. BRAAT Organization.
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l Two EOD technicians (or one EOD technician and one trained
explosive ordnance reconnaissance agent [EOR]). 

l Radio operator/driver. 

l Spall damage assessor (military occupational specialty 7011).

l Two crater damage assessors (military occupational specialty
1371). 

Damage Assessment and Response Teams

DARTs assess damage to designated critical facilities, report the pres-
ence of UXO, and isolate utility disruptions. Three teams are normally
sufficient for a main air base. The number and personnel skill mix vary
in a DART, permitting each DART to perform damage assessment
on a variety of systems. Personnel chosen should have technical exper-
tise appropriate to the type damage to be assessed (electrical, mechani-
cal or structural). The following is a recommended priority list for
damage inspection:

l Command posts and control facilities directly related to combat fly-
ing squadrons.

l Communications facilities.

l POL and munitions facilities.

l Fire stations.

l Medical facilities.

l Utility plants and distribution stations.
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Minimum Operating Strip Selection Team

After an airfield has been attacked, the MOS selection team is estab-
lished in the AGSOC to receive airfield damage reports from the DATs
and to determine the usable areas of the airfield for aircraft launch and
recovery. The MOS selection team normally consists of—

l Team leader who—

n Performs the quality control of the MOS selection process.

n Calculates the estimated repair time required to repair the run-
way and access routes.

n Recommends the MOS location to higher authority.

l Data recorder who receives coordinates of airfield damage and
UXO from the DAT and records this information on an MOS selec-
tion team record sheet. (Appendix D contains sample MOS selec-
tion worksheets.)

l Data plotter who takes the information from the data recorder and
plots the airfield damage and UXO locations on the airfield map
(scale: 1 inch equal to 100 feet) located in the AGSOC.

l MOS selector who identifies potential MOS with access routes by
using templates that should correspond to the type of aircraft oper-
ating at the airfield and their MOS requirements. 

Collected information is presented to the team leader who calculates
the time required to repair craters and spalls and to remove or render
safe any UXOs located on the MOS. Once the MOS has been selected
and approved by the air base commander, the repair information is
passed to the RRR OIC who organizes teams to accomplish the physi-
cal repair effort. 
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Aircraft Rescue and Firefighting Team

The ARFF team is responsible for critical airfield firefighting require-
ments, to include structural fire fighting. ARFF personnel are also used
for search and rescue operations. These personnel are trained in first
aid and are equipped with first aid kits, litters, blankets, and tools.

Explosive Ordnance Disposal Section

MWSS EOD section is responsible for accurately identifying and clas-
sifying UXO, performing render safe procedures on selected ordnance,
and overseeing the activities of others in a hazardous UXO environ-
ment. The senior MWSS EOD technician will locate in the AGSOC.

Nuclear, Biological and Chemical Defense Team

NBC defense teams are responsible for the operation of the airfield
NBC survey teams, plotting NBC contamination, and advising the
AGSOC on NBC hazards and recommending the appropriate MOPP
level for the conditions.

Roving Controller

The roving controller reports the status of the recovery activities to the
AGSOC. During BRAAT operations, the roving controller is the
mobile eyes and ears for the AGSOC.

Rapid Runway Repair Organization

The AGSOC forwards the airfield recovery plan, depicting the MOS
requiring immediate repair, to the RRR OIC. The RRR OIC, typically
the engineer operations division OIC, directs the horizontal construc-
tion engineering operation and field operations of the crater, support,
and hauling crews. RRR organization, planning considerations, airfield
threat, and damage categories are discussed in chapter 6. 
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COMMUNICATIONS

Communication is the most vital part of an efficient BRAAT operation.
Table 5-1 shows recommended BRAAT communication architecture.

Table 5-1. BRAAT Communication Architecture.

BRAAT Unit Nets
MWSS 

Command
ABGD 

Command
BRAAT

Command
RRR 

Command
RRR

Coordination

AGSOC P P P
DATs P
DARTs P
ARFF team P M
EOD section P M
NBC defense teams P M M
Roving controller P
RRR OIC P P
Crater crew chief P CC NET
Crater repair crews CC NET
FOD cover crews CC NET
Support crew chief P SPT NET
Crater support crew SPT NET
MT detachment SPT NET
Maintenance 
detachment

SPT NET

Fuels detachment SPT NET
Spall repair crews SPT NET
Aircraft recovery crew SPT NET
Clearing/sweeping 
crew

SPT NET

MOS lighting/marking 
crew

SPT NET

M21 arresting gear 
crew

SPT NET

Hauling crew chief P HAUL NET
Hauling crew HAUL NET
P = primary coordination
M = monitor

CC NET = crater crew network
SPT NET = support network
HAUL NET = hauling crew network

If possible, each sub-RRR agency should have its own internal network to coordinate its activities.
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Requirements

To maximize limited communication resources, the requirements of
each BRAAT section must be fully understood. 

Aviation Ground Support Operations Center
The AGSOC must be able to communicate with its subordinate agen-
cies during BRAAT. Initially, DATs and DARTs have the highest
priority for communications. Based on damage reports from the DATs
and DARTs, the AGSOC develops the airfield recovery plan for the
airfield commander. Once approved, the plan is passed to the following
organizations for implementation:

l RRR organization. 

l ARFF team.

l EOD section. 

l NBC defense teams.

l Roving controller.

Rapid Runway Repair Organization
The RRR OIC must have communications with the AGSOC to receive
the airfield recovery plan showing the selected MOS requiring imme-
diate repair. In addition, the RRR OIC receives problem area informa-
tion from the roving controller. The RRR OIC directs the airfield
recovery process through the RRR organization. To facilitate efficient
recovery operations, the RRR OIC must have adequate communica-
tions with RRR crews.

Aircraft Rescue and Firefighting Team
The ARFF team receives airfield recovery directions from the
AGSOC. ARFF directs its firefighting and rescue teams to put out fires
on parked aircraft, hangars, and other air base structures. 
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Explosive Ordnance Disposal Section
MWSS EOD section receives the airfield recovery plan from the
AGSOC after completion of the DAT and DART missions. The senior
MWSS EOD technician assigned to the AGSOC directs the MWSS
EOD teams to the priority areas requiring UXO removal.

Nuclear, Biological and Chemical Defense Teams
NBC defense teams receive direction from the AGSOC. Normally, the
ACE NBC officer is assigned to the TACC and coordinates NBC
defense through the AGSOC.

Roving Controller
The roving controller reports on the progress of repairs and alerts the
commander of developing problems. In addition, the roving controller
reports material shortfalls and equipment problems to the RRR OIC.

Methods

The BRAAT communications plan must be developed before BRAAT
employment. Telephone, radio/field telephone, messenger, and a com-
bination of methods are BRAAT communications options.

Telephone 
The first communication method choice is the base organic telephone
network, which may be damaged during enemy attack.

Radio/Field Telephone 
Radios or field telephone systems may be the only choice in an FOB
without an established telephone network. Advantages to radios are
their portability and number of frequencies. Field telephones may
require too much time to install, which can hamper the repair effort.

Messenger 
A messenger may be used to pass information from location to loca-
tion. This method becomes personnel intensive, time consuming, and
may lead to late or poorly passed information.
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Combination 
The primary communication plan for BRAAT should include a combi-
nation of methods and incorporate remaining alternatives as backup
options. A backup plan will save time and confusion in the event that
one of the communication methods is not available.


